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The second annual flight service report was prepared in compliance with the
requirements of contract NASI-11666 and covers the flight-service experience of 110
graphite-epoxy spoilers on 737 transport aircraft and related ground-based
environniental exposure o1 • graphite- epox y material specimens for the period from April
1975 through March 1976. Four spoilers have been installed on each of 27 aircraft
represe:tting seven major airlines operating throughout the world. A flight service
evaluation program of at least ti  years duration is underway. As of• February 29, 1976, a
total of 503 7K7 spoiler flight-hours and 788 446 spoiler landings had been accumulated
by this fleet. Based on visual, ultrasonic. and destructive testing, there has been no
evidence of moisture migration into the honeycomb core and no cord corrosion. Tests of
removed spoilers and cf ground-based exposure specimens after the second year of
service indicate modest changes in composite strength.
Two advanced-design. all-composite spoilers were introduced into the program
beginning December 18, 1975. Ten additional installations are planned.
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FOREWORD
Thin is the second progress report on the service evaluation of graphite-epoxy flight
spoilers for 737 aircraft, This effort hits wen conducted as it port non t,I' NASA contract
NASI . 11668, "A Study of the Effects A' Lung-Term Ground and Flight Environment
Exposure on the Behavior of Graphite-Epoxy Spoilers." The program is structured to
gather and evaluate actual commercial service experience on a large nunt her of
graphite-epoxy specimens in a wide range of operating environments. Additi ,:nal annual
reports will he prepared and submitted for the duration of the flight-eervice period,
which is intended to provide at least 5 years of flight service.
The program is administered b y the Langley Research Center of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. Mr. Richard Pride of the Materials Division is
the technical monitor.
The program is being conducted at the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company by
Robert L. Stoecklin, technical leader, under the direction of .1. E. McCarty, program
manager.
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x37 (,'RAPIIlTE COMPOSITE FLIGHT SPOILER
FLIGHT SERVICE EVALUATION
Robert L. Stoecklin
Boeing Commercial Airphim- Company
PROGRAM SUMMARY AND STATUS
This second annual flight-service• report ir: submitted in accordance with the
requirements of contract NASI- 1166?1 and covers the service-evaluation portion of this
NASA contract f'or the period of April 1. 1475 through March ;31. 1976. Segments of the
data contained herein have appeared in previous documentation. tHe-f. 1.t
A primary objective of this program is to produce 114 graphite- epoxy 737 flight spoilers
for laboratory testing and service- evaluation deplovn ►ent. Otiv spoiler of each of the
three different graphite- epoxy
 
material systems used has bee n laboraton • tested for
stiffness and strength in partial fulfillment of FAA certification requirements. Four
spoilers were initially installed on each of 27 aircraft representing six major airlines
operating in different environmental circumstances. These units will be monitored
under actual load and environmental conditions fur a period of at least 5 years. Selected
units are removed periodically to evaluate any material degradation as a function of
time. Six environmental exposure racks have been fabricated and positioned at major
airport terminals of the participating airlines in various parts of the- world to gather
ground-based environmental data to support the flight data gathered from the spoilers.
An additional objective of this program is the fabrie •ation, certification, and deployment
of 12 advanced-design, all-composite spoilers which are physically interchangeable with,
and can be substituted for, the graphite-epoxy spoiler units deployed in the primary
portion of this program. 'these+ 12 units are intended to participate in the flight-service
program to the maximum e xtent possible and no removals are scheduled.
All information regarding the fabrication, processing, and developmental testing of the
all-composite spoilers leading to FAA certification will be documented in the
manufacturing and test report generated within this program. All information relative
to the flight-service program involvement will be documwnted within this reporting
system,
Significant events that have occurred during this period include:
•	 Completion of the second annual ins-.1ect.ion of the spoilers in service.
•	 Completion of the spoiler repair program initiated last year.
•	 Certific• atio , , and deployment of the first all-compe:nrte spoilers.
"_ ,
•	 1 antinuatton of the NUI sampling progrom and static-testing of spoilers from th.
Ilight-service• progratn.
•	 Expansion of the flight-service program to utcludi , Frontier Airlines
As of February 29. 1976, a total of 503 797 spoiler flight-hours and 78S 446 rspoiler
landings had heen accumulated by the fleet. The high time spoiler has aecun ► ulated
5622 flight-hours on Ovutsche Lufthansa Airlines 737 11-Alit-.'. 'thirty-six .ipoil( , rs have
accun ► ulated in excl-.,. of 5001) flight-hours since th ► • ho-ginning of the flight-service
program
Bast-d on the postservice inspections. there has been no evidence of moisture migration
into the honevcomb cord and no core corrosion. Two examples of corrosion of aluminum
edge members have heen discovered, but this problvin dues not appear to be generally
prevalent
Failure loads for spoilers in laboratory to-sting after 1 years of flight -,er g ice show
significantly less degradation than was ,hown after 1 year of flight service. Tests of
additional ground . based exposure specimens have been deferred until the third year of
the program in anticipation of extending the ground-hased data collection beyond
5 years.
A toti ► I of 29 spoilers have sustained inservice damage, principally as u result of the
actuator interference problem previousl y oidentified in ref. 1. N further
maintenance-related damage has occurred in the past year. All repair activity has been
completed and the repaired spoiler panels returned to the flight-service program. A
total of 100 task I spoilers are currently in the flight-service program.
Initial deployment of the task 11 all-composite spoilers occurred on December lH, 1975
in flonololu when Aloha Airlines installed the first spoiler panel on N73711. Addi.v A
deployments (l panels per participating airline) are 'n process.
T" o examples of exfoliation corrosion in the aluminum spar have occurred with one
operator A fleet-wide survey has not uncovered additional corrosion. Preliminary study
does not identify the presence of the graphite laminates as responsible for the corrosion.
Airline participation interest in the program continues at an enthu •;iastic level.
FLIGHT SERVICE EXPERIENCE
The service-(,yaluation program was established to place t he 737 graphite-epoxy flight
spoilers into a commercial service environment contao; ► ing as many climatic variables
as possible. The six participating airlines previ-,usl y identified (ref. 1) have been
realigned by the addition of Frontier Airlines tl.)vnver) in place of Pacific Southwest
Airlines tPSAi by virtue of the sale of I SA's one remaining participating aircraft to
Frontier. Frontier will outfit - secon : aircraft when the y receive two task 11
all
	 spoilers. The current participating airlines are!
dmw I
IV V>
Lufthansa 0
1
Mew Zealar
^	 Ndtional Ai
•	 Now Zealand National Airways-four ehipsets 116 spoilers
•	 Aloha Airlines-four shipsets 116 spoilersi
•	 Deutsk-he Lufthansa Airlines-six shipsets (24 spoilersi
•	 Piedmor;t Airlines-vipht shipsets (32 spoilers)
•	 VASP Air,ines tBrazil)-four shipset.s (16 spoilers)
•	 Frontier Airlines —one aircraft (4 spoilers)
The geographic Fcope of thv service-evaleation program is thus modified as shown in
figure I.
Figure 1,—Geographic Deployment of Current Participating Airlines
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The flight service-evaluation program, in operation since .lulu 18, 1973. has achieved an
exceptional level of conunerch.1 service exposure of gral ► hite-epoxy structural aircraft
components, in the form of the 737 flight r.porler. 'rhe program has generated over hall' a
million nighl-himrs of service in its 2.7 years of op.-ration, and is adding fl.'Aht
experience at the rate of nearly 200011 hours per month.
The total flight experience , to Februar}' 29, 1976, is detailed in table 1, with the
breakdown by the spoiler -urial number. Heinstallations are treated as a separate line
item in this summarv. Note tha± each of the graphite•# poxv material systems is	 I-
designated by a separate block of serial numbers:
•	 Union ('arbide 7'31111 1544: ( 001 to 0038
•	 Narmeo T300/5209: 0041 to 0078
•	 I lercules AS1501. 0081 to U 1 1 S
The material system utilized in the task 11 all composite spoiler skins is Union t'arhide
[300%P1700 polysulfone thermoplastic resin. 'rhe serial numbers associated with the
spoiler panels are 0301 through 11:3111.
'fable 2 summarizer the same data by airline. VASP and Frontier data include only
flight experience since acquisition of the respective aircraft from PSA.
SPOILER REMOVALS
The spoiler removals discussed in the first annual report (ref. 1) have continued into
this reporting period. Tht- skin blister problem continued to manifest itself until all of
the 10-60779-181 actuator rod-ends were replaced with 10-60779-175 rod ends (ref. 1). A
total of 41 spoilers have been returned by the participating airlines since the first
installation 2.7 ,years ago. A breakdown of the reasons for removal shows:
14 spoilers 159'4 1 returned for rod-end blister problem
I 1 spoilers (27'7, ►
 returned for scheduled evaluation/test
6
5 spoilers 112',' 1 returned for maintenance damage
1 spoiler 12' 1 returned as surplus i replaced by task 111
Table 3 lists each of the recorded removals and the disposition associated with the
removal. The last blister repair was completed on December 5, 1975 and no subsequent
reports of this problem have been received.
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Table 1. Spoiit-r Service Evaluation Program (As gal February 29, 1976)
•
0
Spoiler
serial
numlier
_	
r
Airline'
PI
Hours
dt
mstalldlion
Landings
at
installation
Current
hours
Current
landings
Net
hours
Net
landimp
0001 R 5 681 1 056 10 000 9 631 4319 6 575
0002 Test - —
0003 PSA 8 095 12 842 9 018 14 379 923 1 531
0003 VASP 9 018 14 379 13 280 19 252 4262 4 813
0004 PSA 8 161 12 965 9 018 14 379 923 1 537
0004 VASP 9 018 14 379 13 280 19 252 4262 4 873
0005 PSA 8 095 12 842 9 018 14 379 923 1 537
0005 VASP 9 018 14 379 13 280 19 252 4262 4 813
0006 PSA 8 161 12 965 9 018 14 379 923 1 537
0006 VASP 9 018 14 379 13 280 19 252 4262 4 813
0001 NZ 10 861 15 053 16 219 22 295 5418 7 242
0008 NZ 10 861 15 053 16 279 22 295 5418 7 242
0009 NZ 10 d6l 15 053 16 147 22 112 5286 7 059
0010 NZ 10861 15 053 16 279 22 295 5418 7 242
0011 LH 11 274 15 681 16 902 22 735 5628 7 Ob4
0012 LH 11 274 15 681 14 694 19 964 3420 4 283
11 0012 LH 15 148 20 528 15 793 21 324 645 796
1 '0012 LH 15 940 21 518 16 902 22 135 I	 962 1 217
0013 LH 11 214 1 b 681 16 902 22 735 5628 7 054
0014 LH 11 274 15 681 13 320 18216 II	 2055 2 535
0015 PSA 8 651 13 711 9 399 14 936 748 1 225
0015 VASP 9 399 14 936 11 689 17 594 2290 2 658
110015 VASP 13 411 19 607 13 583 19 795 172 188
0016 PSA 8 651 13 Ill 9 399 14 936 748 I	 1 225
0016 VASP 9 399 14 936 13 583 19 795 4184 4 859
0017 PSA 8 651 13 711 9 399 14 936 748 1 225
0017 VASP 9 399 14 936 12 432 18 474 3033 3 538
1)0017 VASP 13 411 19 607 13 583 19 795 172 188
0018 PSA 8 651 13 711 9 399 14 936 743 1 225
0018 VASP 9 399 14 936 11 689 17 594 2290 2 658
h0018 VASP 13 411 19 607 13 583 19 795 172 188
0019 LH 11 200 14 884 16 700 21 784 5500 6 900
0020 LH 11 200 14 884 16 700 21 784 5500 6 900
0021 LH 11 200 14 884 14 653 19 211 3453 4 327
I '0021 LH 15 425 20 178 16 700 21 784 1275 1 606
0022 LH 11 200 14 88.1 16 100 21 784 5500 6 900
0023 Aloha 9207 24 932 13 943 37 810 4736 12 818
CO24 Aloha 9207 24 932 10 974 29 694 1767 4 762
11 0024 Aloha 12 071 32 691 13 943 37 810 1872 5119 
0025 Aloha 9207 24 932 12 964 35 165 3757 j	 10 233
0026 Aloha 9 207 24 932 12 071 32 691 2864 7 759
110026 Aloha 8 287 14 823 9 370 17 739 1083 2 916
0027 PI 12 329 20 204 17 216 27 717 4887 7 513
0028 PI 13 747 2244 9 16 387 26 396 2640 3 947
1'0028 PI 17 201 27 6 r ' , ) 19 016 30 487 1 815 2 817
See footnotes at end of table.
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I'	 I	 m	 a.	 1
Lihle 1. -(Cofi iruied)
`^truilei Hot, Lencluit1% Cure. t Current Net No..
sanal Airlines A At 110 .1 landings hours landnut%
nurnlurr n^,taILa fistallahun
0029 PI 12 329 20 204 11 216 21 111 413"1 1 513
((130 PI 13 141 22 449 19 016 30 487 5269 8 038
0031 PI 13 747 22 449 19 016 30 481 5269 8 038
0032 Pi 12 329 20 204 14 411 23348 2087 3 144
"0032 PI 15 259 24 624 11216 27 717 1957 3093
0033 PI 13 747 22 449 19 016 30 4131 5269 8 038
0034R PI 12 329	 I 20 2(A 17216 27 /1/ 4887 7 513
0035 PI 5 681 30W 7 613 5 964 1992
I
2 908
"0035 PI 8 542 7 W) 10 000 9631 1458 2 331
0036 PI 5 081 3056 7 663 5 945 1982 2 889
"0036 PI 8 542 7 300 10 000 9 631 1458 2 331
0037 PI 5 681 3 056 10100C, 9 631 4319 6 575
0038 Aloha 1 340 30 7_45 13 865 37 711 _2525 6 966
—
Su l) total 170 245 257 010
0041 Test
,—
0042 PSA b 003 8 092 9 600 1  F125 4597 8 433
0042 F L I	 9 600 16 525 10 565 17 5t!7 925 982
0043 PSA 1 993 8 068 9 600 16 525 4607 8 457
0043 F L ' 600 16 525 10 565 17 507 925 982
0044 PSA 5 003 8 092 9 600 16 525 4597 8 431
0044 F L 9 600 16 525 10 565 17 507 925 982
0045 PSA 4 993 8 068 6 896 11 280 1902 3 212
''0041, F L 10 064 16 998 10 565 17 501 501 509
0046 iuha 6 441 9 081 10 400 19 476 3953 10 389
0047 Aloha 6 441 9 087 10 256 19 089 3809 10 002
0048 Aloha 6 447 9 087 4r 103 16022 2655 6 935
1)0048 Aloha 8 281 14 823 9 370 17 739 1043 M6
004 1 1 Aloha 6 447 908/ 10 400 19 476 3953 10 389
0050 N7 10 539 14 075 15 711 21 303 5232 7228
0051 NZ 10 539 14 071 15 953 21 538 5414 7 463
0052 NZ I	 10 539 14 0 -1'5 14 057 18 964
I
3518 4 889
b0052 NZ 14 707 19 835 15 953 21 538 1246 1 703
0053 NZ 10539 14 075 13 138 17 747 2599 3 672
0054 LH 11 152 15328 16 712 22 344 5560 7 016
0055 LH 11	 152 15 3.'8 16 112 22344 5560 7 016
0056 LH 11	 152 15 328 16 712 22 344 5560 7 016
0051 LH 11	 152 15 328 15 633 20 991 4481 5 669
0058 PSA 8476 13 644 9 402 15 241 926 1 597
0058 VASP 9 402 15 241 I	 13 393 19 816 3991 4 575
0059 PSA 8 476 13 644 9 402 15 241 926 1 597
0059 VASP 9 402 15 241 10 900 17 164 1498 1 923
11 00ci9 VASP 13 181 19 621 13 39: 19 816 212 195
0060 PSA 841(- 13 644 9 402 15 241 926 1 597
0060
0061
VASP
PSA
9 402
8 476
15 241
1364,1
13 393
9 42^L;5
19 816
2^1
3991
926
4 575
1 5971 I
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1. ICotminjecll
S3)uilel Hour Lendlno%
serial Airline`I at 41 Cur rtlt II rur run I Net Net
numhrr 1nstatlanon ulstallatlon hour landings hours landings
0061 VA SP 9 402 15 241 13 393 19 8111 3991 4 575
0062 LH 11 450 15 759 16 799 22 483 5349 6 724
0063 LH 11 450 15 159 16 74143 22 iV 5349 6 724
0064 LH 11 450 15 759 1L 799 22 483 5349 6 724
0065 LH 11 450 15 759 16791) 22 483 5349 6 124
0066 NZ 10 787 14 648 14 184 19 120 3397 4 412
1)0066 NZ 14 602 19 618 16 072 21 796 1410 2 118
0067 NZ 10 787 14 648 16 072 21 196 5285 7 148
0068 NZ 10 737 14 648 16 012 21 196 5285 7 148
0069 NZ 10 M 14 648 16 072 21 196 5285 7 148
0076 PI 13 908 22 649 19 194 30 899 5286 8 250
0071 PI 13 908 22 649 19 194 30 899 5286 8 250
0072 PI 13 908 22 64 0 19 194 30 899 5286 8 250
0073 'I 15 010 24 6;; 1 19 243 31 043 4 173 6 413
0074 PI 13 908 22 649 19 1N 30 899 5286 8 250
0075 PI 15070 24 630 19 243 31 043 4173 13413 
0016 PI 15 070 24 630 19 243 31 043 4113 6 413
0077
I
PI 15 010 24 630 19 243 31 043 4173 6 413
00/b Aloha 9 343 25 410 11 340 30 728 1997 5 318
I'0078 Aloha 1	 99 103 1	 16 022 10400 19476 1297 3 454
Sub-totals 174 237 268 878
0081 Test -- — -
0082 LH 11 560 16 962 17 000 26 211 5440 9 249
0083 I H 11 560 16 967 15 286 I	 22 013 3726 5 051
1)0083 I. H 16 901 26 080 17 000 26 21 1 99 131
0084 LH 11 560 16 962 15 286 22 013 3726 5 051
1)0084 LH 16576 25 672 17000 26 211 424 539
0085 LH 11 560 16 362 15 896 23 901 4336 6 939
1 '0085 LH 16 901 26 080 11000 26 21 1 99 131
0086 NZ 5 581 8 565 11 065 15 961 5478 7 396
0087 NZ 5 587 8 565 9 516 13 797 3929 5 232
"0087 NZ 10 64 7 15 393 11 065 15 961 418 568
0088 NZ 558/ 8 565 9 516 13 797 3929 5 232
1)0088 NZ 10 641 15 393 11 010 15 961 418 568
0089 NZ 5 581 8 565 7 272 10 794 1685 2 229
7 '0089 NZ 8 771 12 820 11065 15 961 2294 3 141
0090 Aloha 5 623 7 992 6 788 10 937 1165 2 945
1i0090 Aloha 11 344 30 728 13 865 37 711 2521 6 983
0091 Alpha 5 623 7 992 8 287 14 823 2664 6 831
b0091 Aloha 12 964 35 165 13 943 37 810 979 2 645
0092 Aloha 5 623 7 992 9 370 17 739 3747 9 747
0093 P! 1:1 879 22 839 16 461 26 759 2582 3 920
1i0093 PI 17 333 28 122 18 878 30 545 1545 2 423
0094 Pi 13 879 22 839 16 461 26 759 2582 3 920
t '0094 PI 173-.1, 28 122 18 878 30 545 1545 2 423
See footnotes at end of table
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Tallle 1.—(Conc:luded)
Spoiler Hour ♦ Landuals Curtent Cwrent Net .'NetSerial All Ime" at at hnll) Idlld 1141% hol Its 1 ,411111	 ll%I It I III hel I Its tat l a l l r l l l I l is t a l l d llllll
30 545 ~49990095 PI 138/9 22 839 1118111 1 106
0096 PI 13 819 22 839 18 818 30 546 4999 / 106
0097
0098 Aloha 9 244 25 150 13 866 37 111 4621 I	 121,61
OC99 PI 10 290 15 511 15 537 2.1564 624 7 8 04 7
0100 P1 12 641 20 584 17546 28 117 4905 7 533
0101 ^1 10 290 15 517 15 537 23 564 6247 8 047
0102 PI 10290 15 517 15 537 23 564 5247 8 041
0103 PI 12 641 20 584 17 546 28 117 4905 7 5:43
0104 Aloha 9 244 25 160 11 340 30 745 2096 5 595
0105 Aloha 9 244 25 150 9 343 25 410 99 260
"'0106 Aloha 6916 11 247 8 287 14 823 1371 3 676
0 -M) Aloha 5 623 7 992 9 310 17 739 3747 9 741
0101 Aloha 9 244 25 150 13 865 37 711 4621 12 561
0108 PSA 8 621 13 711 9 568 15 160 941 1 449
0108 VASP 9 5G8 15 160 13 605 19 884 4037 4 724
0109 P,;A 8 621 13 111 9 568 15 160 947 1 449
0109 VASP 9 568 15 160 12 i 74 18 313 2606 153
0110 PSA 8 621 13 1 1 1 9 568 15 160 941 1 449
0110 VASP 9 568 15 160 13 605 119 884 4037 4 724
oil; PSA 8 621 13 711 9 568 15 160 94 7 1 449
0111 VASP 9 568 15 160 12 1/4 18 313 2606 3 153
1i01 11 VASP 13 369 19 647 13 605 19 884 236 237
0112 LH i 1 58/ 16 ') 11 15 179 20569 3592 4 558
1)0112 LH 16 309 21 974 16 7611 22 542 452 568
0113 LH 1 1 587 16011 i	 16 761 22 542 5174 6 531
0114
1)0114
LH
LH
11 587
15 179
16 011
20 569
14 601
16 761
19 849
22 542
3014
1582
31,111
1 973
0115 LH 11 587 16 01 1 16 761 22 542 5174 6 531
0116
0111
PI
PI
10 290
12 641
15 517
20 584
15 537
11546
23 564
I	 28 117
5247
4905
8 047
7 533
0118 K 12 641 20 584 11 546 L 2P 117 — 4905 7 533
Suh•total 158 790 261 112
Total Task 1 503 272 1787 060
f•
Task I I All-Composite Spoilers
0306	 Aloha	 13 572	 36 811	 13 943	 37 810	 371	 999
0301	 Aloha	
0, 56
	 19 9	 10 400	 19476	 144	 387
_	 Total Tdsk li	 515
	
1 386
	
Grand Total (Task I &Task III --f3 1 7
	 788 446
aPl Is Pledment Airlines
VASP is Vlacao Aerea Sao Pdulo Airlines, Bra/if.
NZ Is New Zealand National Airways.
LH Is Lufthansa German Airlines.
FL is Frontier Airlines
')Reinstallation
g
T.rhle 2. Flight Spoiler Service Exjwrierrre (Through Fehmary 29, 1970
Tdsk I Task IIdll Compoti11e Spoiler count (Task I only)
luldl Total Total Total Currently Out Out f)esUuyedAirlirw
spoiler spoiler spollel spoil v u► for for In state:
hours landings hours Lrnduul. service repau ew.luatiun test
PI ; A 29871, 51 141 0 0 0 0 0 0
Aloha 64987 113481 51b 13HG 14 0 2 2
New Zealand 18 422 10G 140 0 0 13 0 2 1
Lufthansa 1 18 961 154 275 0 022 0 0 2
Piedmont 151 186 232 333 0 0 32 0 0 0
V ASP 56 566 65 603 0 0 15 0 0 1
1 fontie ► 3 216
502'
I	 3 455
767 060
0
61 b
0
1386
4 0 0 0
olals 100 L-0 4 6
rGraml f etas t503 781	 188 466
5puilrr
serial
rtumher
Airline Udteremoved
Reason for
removal
Action
taken
Final
disposition 
0009 NZ 24 76 Spar corrosion Analyse only Await disp.
Onl? Lufthansa 34 /5 Upper skin blister NOT & repair Reutst:Jled
0014 Lufthansa 7.29 74 1-yr evaluation NDT & repair Static test
0015 VASP 513.75 Upper Skin Blister NOT & repair Reinstalled
0011 VASP 9-2! 75 's'-yr evaluation NDT Reinstalled
0018 VASP 5 1375 Up{.:lr akin (,lister NOT & repair Reinstalled
0021 Luftham.t 329.75 Uppwr	 ,t„;; blister NOT & repair Reinstalled
0024 Aloha 111.74 Upper skin blister NDT & repair Reinstalled
0025 Alpha 8 18 75 2 yr evaluation NOT Static. test
0026 Aloha 2 25 /5 Upper skin blister NUT & iepa r Reu»talled
0028 Piedmont 224 15 1-yr evaluation NDT Reinstalled
0032 Piedmont 1 28 15 Upper skirt blister NOT & repiar Reinstalled
0035 Piedmont 4 18 75 Upper skin blister NOT & repair Reinstalled
0036 Piedmont 4-16 75 Upper skin blister NOT & repair Reinstalled
0045 PSA/Frontier 7.1414 1 yr evaluation NDT Reinstalled
0047 Aloha 1.7-76 Replaced by Task 11 NOT Await reinst
0048 Aloha 225 75 Upper skin blister NUT & repair Reinstalled
0050 NZ 1.28-76 Spar coccus	 I Analyze only Scrapped
0052 NZ (	 2 27 75 Upper skin blister NUT & repair Reinstalled
0053 NZ 924 74 1 yt evaluation
NOT Static test
0057 Lufthansa 9-7-75 2 yr evaluation
NOT Static test
0059 VASP 114.75 Upper skin blister NOT & repair Reinstalled
0066 NZ 2.27-75 Upper skin blister NDT & repair Reinstalled
0078 Aloha 10-24.74 Upper skin blister NOT & repair Reinstalled
0083 Lufthansa 'r-17-75 Maintenancedamar•e NDT & repair Reinstalled
0084 Lufthansa 5 1/-75 Upper skirt blister NOT & repair Reinstalled
0085 L,!ft'tansa 9-4.75 2 yr evaluation NOT Reinstalled
0087 NZ 6-11.75 Upper skin blister NOT & repair Reinstalled
0088 NZ 6-11 75 Upper skin blister NOT & repair Reinstalled
0089 NZ 6.21 74 Maintenance damage NOT & repair Reinstalled
0090 Aloha 52-74 Upper skirt NDT & repair Reinstalled
0091 Aloha 5-16-75 Upper skin blister NDT & repair Reinstalled
0093 Piedmont 4.1.75 Upper skin blister NDT & repair Reinstalled
OOd4 Piedmont 4.1.75 1•yr evaluation NDT Reinstalled
0104 Aloha I	 10-2574 1-yr evaluation
NOT Static test
0105 Aloha 10-1 773 Upper skin blister NOT & repair Reinstalled
0105 Aloha 5 16 75 2nrl upper skin blister NOT & repair Scrapped
0109 VASP 1 29 75 2•yr evaluation
NOT
Static test
Oi l l VASP 7 29 75 Upper skin blister NOT & repair Reinstalled
0112 Lufthansa 6-20-75 Maintenance damage NOT & repair Reinstalled
0114
l
Lufthansa 39.75 Upper skin blister NUT & repair
I
Reinstalled
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1•,rhle 3.--Flight Spoiler Removal Summary (As o f Feftriiary 23, 1976)
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1111 Januarl 28. 1976 1t''.,. Zealand National Air %a%	 NZ.\ ^ 1	 1, In-r 'It-(l it pr111)le-ni 111
de'hmil ► lali'm along the rout spar skin Inte'rfac'e tit +pnllef ` • '" 1 ill (fig 21. The palu'I
%%it• rutim%vd from the aircraft. Additional inspection ;4441 	 11 NZNAC Identified
.111411114'1 , .pollt'r. S N hoof ► . H'hich e'xhibite'd it similar thmigh le-	 - ., rt- delaiminanon.
Both pant-It %%urt' rt-turned to Boemn	 -11, evaluation.
r Mr.'e"'li	 T	 a	 --
.db 1,M	 p	 O	 A	 •	 ^•	 V	 ^'
hqure ?. - Uelanxn.rtion Resulting, from Exfoliation Co rrusuor) Under S!( to
Detailed examination 411' both units revealt-d that tilt' findamental problem was ant. of
exfoliat imi corrosi t4 11 of tilt . ;1 1 11 111 1 11 0 111 spar 4'1t'llle nt. The corrosion 4 imm11'ncvd at tilt'
11111ge fitting spar' hull joint and pr'ogresst-d 11ulboard %%ithin tilt' spar chord. Expansimi
of tilt' corr'odlng alui..intim gvnerated tilt' expanding forc • t' %►'hich precipitated tilt' skin
delamination. Me c .o:.; •n was contained vmirvI*' on rht' .par side of the adhesive
hondlim . and no el ide'nct' Has found to suggest thal tht- presenct- of tilt- graphite skin
ucc Aerated the corn, Sinn. 4tio corrol.lon was found In tilt- center hinge fitting nor in the'
i1lUlllltlllrll l '1 1'4' ad ac( to tilt corroding spar-. l he corrosion is :Itlt'Iblllt-d In intrusionn{
moisture through a crack in tit- sealant material and through a stlspectt-d dt-fect in the
BAC	 1i1 surface preparat l1111 Spoiler S N 0050 has 1)(4'11 I'('lll11\'ed (1'11111 I llt- pt'11granl;
ti \ (MMI is being evaluated further.
A flt-et survey was Initiated to look lilt additional examples 11f' exfoliation cm-rosion. To
date. responses c'ovt-ring Ii:{'% of the spoilers in service halve not unc11vered additimull
euITOsion problellls.
An additional 11 i^lurecorr'osion investigation %%.ks undcri;lk4'n foll(ming the discover}'
of cm-rosion In the almimmnl spar elements. Spw1cr • S \ ow.!5. having been tested to
des-,ructimi I'ollm( ing 2 Nt-ar• s of flight-service in IlaNaii. vials selected for core corrosion
exploration. The lower skin element was peeled extensive-IN. beginning in the vicinitY (it'
the center hinge fitting l fig :to Minute examination of the core ('ells fulled to ide111if;v
anv corrosion of' tilt- internal structural elements.
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Figure 3. - Cote , Corrosion i : , nimmon of Stater •
 Test Shoilet S N 026
S \ uu'':, had accelr e llllated :1757 flight-hours and lIt 233 IandmpR , o%cr a period of
'l Years flight service.
.±TATIC • I EST ItESULTS
Ouring the period •lull 29. 197:) through Septendwr'21 I"7."I °I total of :l spoilers +ere
14111 4 1 \ • 1.d from t he flight-ser • vicc program fen' evalu"itlnll test. The Sixth rellw%"al Is
scheduled for April 1976. tlf th ...... spoilers. all were rein.,l,e • cted using the 1111 color
C scan and the rvs ull^ compared to the original production t • -scan rvi - 41r'ds for
dogr •adation No detcclahlr diffe re • ncl , ^ were noted %%hen compared too original color
scans. Three of the spoil1.rs 4`: 1 002.5, WI) i , and 11111'11 Here then ~elected to he
detitructivek tested to measure residual static strength following the specified calendar.
period of e-xpostire Tahle I conlairL, all the data relative to lhuse removals.
11 Is signIfIcant to 114111 . Thal all 1111 .41. npollers destructivel y t1.s11.d vivldcd 1 •esldual ^Iatic'
-trvngths greater than thw corresponding part-numbered units tested after 1 	 of
I'
-	 i	 J
tTable 4. Static Test Results
Spoiler FailureNU 1 Static test results Time in Flight
changr 'y^ch.,nyeS: N Aiihne loadrexilts
	 DLL service hours•,Ucnyth stiffness
0011( 1 VP Clear Not tested 25 mon 3780
19 days
00261 11 Aloha clear 260% 6%,	 0 24 mon 3757
0 days
0057( 2) L 257°b 11	 Ei'6Clear 24 mos 4481
Not scheduled
1 day
00741-21 PI (Removal in -
process) for test
0085( 31 l H Clear Not tested 23 mos 4331;
22 days
VP Clear 237"1., 2a,	 .11% 22 mos0109(3) 35531]29 clays
W.• r
service. Figure 4 shows a plot of all test data plotted as a function of time. This data
points out Ihs• potential scatter in the strength data being; collected, and at the same
time defines a degradation with time significantly lower than was indicated following;
completion of the• first years testing;. The test failures of the second year :specimens are
shown in f •ig tires 5 through 10.
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static	 t	 I AA Ulm. req'd
strength
ratio
1 -	 O T300/5209
O 'r,300/2544 I Ctaohite/epoxy materials
O AS/3501
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0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Calendar time in service, years
Figure Q. —Residual Static Strength of Graphite-Epoxy Spoilers
After Removal From Flight Service
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Figure G.
	 Merl Static Test Specimeci S,,N 0025
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Figure 7. F,iot , r1 Stxo I ,st Spet mtm S/N 0057
f,
Fgpit v S. -Failed Static I cast Specimen S N 0057
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Figure 10. 
F"'Ip(l St atic' Test Specimenlet i S W 0 109
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t -	 SERVICE PROBLEMS/REPAIRS
As noted in the spoiler removal section. the • ma,tnrit-v of service problems occurred in the
rod-end-induced delaminations on the- spoiler upper skin surface. The repair of these
delanurnations necessitated only the removal of the delaminated plies, replace ►rsent with
wet prepreg of the 250" F system (NARMC0 T300 5209) and autoclave cure to the
reduced-pressure cure cycle required for second stage curing. The layup presented little
problem as the delaminations always occurred over the internal 0.016 in aluminum
doubler (P-N 65-76327-11 1 %% hich served as lav up pressure plate to facilitate cure of the
prepreg. A total of 24 repairs have been accomplished in this manner with little
' difficulty and no rejections. The first repair accomplished tan in-process repair oil N
00I . I , did e ► ot employ adhesive file ►
 along the interface between the wet prupreg and the
cured laminate, Subsequent examination revealed incomplete bonding along the
interface evidenced by raised groups of fibers. The repair procedure was modified to add
a 5-mil adhesive laver along the interface and eo-cure with the wet prepreg. Subsequent
examinations have rot disclosed additional hondli pe repair failures.
The first annual report (ref. I ) discussed the repair of the spoiler S N 0024, which
suffered it lower surface delanrination due to a processing error. The entire lower
surface skin was replaced and the panel returned to service. Latest inspection reports
on 5 N 0024 confirm trouble-free performance. S N 0024 is not scheduled for removal
from service prior to the completion of the program.
A different type of problem occurred with panel S N 0112. The panel suffered puncture
damage to the curved le-%ver skin. Background information as to the source• of the
puncture was unobtainable. Since the damaged area had no underlying structure such
as was available for the rod-end blister repairs, a special, one-ply piece of laminate was
prepared and cured on the skin tool, then placed in the prepared repair area. This cured
plv would serve as the first ply of the repair patch plus functioning as the caul plate
required ro support the remaining wet prepreg layers. The total lavup was then
• uccessfullybagged and autoclaved. Repair of the honeycomb core cells was
accomplished prior to repair of skin.
An interesting situation developed on spoiler S N 0105, P/N 65-76327-3. This unit was
returned by
 Aloha Airlines for repair of a second occurrence of a rod-end blister above
the center hinge fitting. The repair was accomplished via the previously developed and
now routine repair procedure. During the oven-drying cycle for the epoxy enansel finish
r (limited to 18011 F (82"C)) it skin blister occurred outside the center hinge
fitting area, the outline of which is shown in figure 11. The blistered skin area
subsequently removed and the part opened up as shown in figure 12. The extent of the
M ds.mage to both the skin, the core, and the subsurface -11 aluminum doubler precluded
further repair and the assembly was scrapped. Investigation of the circumstances of
drying the epoxy enamel finish ruled out the possibility that the assembly had become
overheated locally. The maximum temperature recorded in the drying room was 180" F
(82" C). F'latwise tension tests were run on successive cures of EA9628 to establish any
degradation as a result of reexposure of the adhesive to repeated curing cycles. The
tests showed little change in tension properties.
17
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Figure 11. Skin Blister—Upper Surface of S N 0105
The failure hypothesis advanced for these circumstances is that the original adhesive
cure produced a smaller than normal filleting; howt ,en the skin and the core Nithin the
area of' the triangular blister (fig;. 121. 'These fillets %%en , sufficient to produce an
acc • eptablc n-spouse in the ultrasonic C-scan recordings produced as part of the normal
manufacturing seyuenc•c-. SUbseyuent heating; and cooling; strains were sufficient to
eventually produce a latlur•e in the fillet hands.
Corrosion on -23 doublers previously reported ap. 1,3. ref. 1 t has been assessed as routine
oxidation of unprotected aluminum alloy. Processing record, substantiate phosphoric
anodize treatnu-nt and corrosion-inhibiting; pruner application. With proper processing;.
the logical hypothesis necessarily indicates damage to the protective surface prior to
application of the enamel finish, and most probahl y during; abrasion of the surface
conditioning; coating; :applied under the epoxy enamel finish. No additional examples of
this type of • corrosion have been reported.
is
r	 r
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fiytlw 12. Spoe ! S/N 0105 With Section n/ Uppr?r SAm Removed
It h: PA I It COSTS
Continuation 11  the repair avtivrt) described in the first annual report tref'. I r proceeded
Ibruugh the maPir part of this reporting period and was completed ern December 5, 1975
The direct charge s% , stettr of rust accounting alread y in use at the Auburn fabricationfacility cont inued to track roan-hour costs assvociated with e,ech repair. As before, each
unit was ide , ntific(I using the re'Iection tag aerial n_rmber to iderntif;v charges 14 each
unit. 'fable ti }rives the breakdown (if '
 the repair 'veurs accumulated fir each repair
reported. Nn material c r	 hav, h,en included re. this accuuntirig as 'hey were
considered to be insignrli ;lilt
	 These units pre-vi(Pusl) rey ee:r'ted i ref. 1r are not included
in table :e.
Hach spoiler repair was individually prepared and tailored to the• -
. :;;ration presented.
Nu attempt %%as mad, to automate the techniques nor to shortcut the pn;redures based
on prier similar circumstances. since addressing repair prohlertts is beyond tiu^ scope of
this program.
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Table 5 Repair Cos! Udtd (Mdn Hour Chdrges)
Spoiler
seridl Aithne
Fir al netall Production Pamthng
& Totalassembly assembly Control
number f rrnshinq
0012 Lufthansd 3.0 - - 3.0
0015 VASP 4 4 - 6.1 105
0018 VASP 0.2 16.3 0.1 2.7 19.3
0021 Ll/tIhdn%J 63 130 19.".
0026 Aloha 2.9 130 15.9
0032 Piedmont - 13.6 13.6
0035 Piedmont 12.0 8.2 20.2
0036 Piedmont 2.8 16.8 8.3 279
0048 Aloha 5.3 11	 1 16.4
0059 VASP - 181 6.6 24.7
0083 Lufthansa - 12.3 0.2 5.4 17.9
0084 Lufthansa 0.2 11.3 3.5 150
0087 New Zealand 145 6.1 20 6
0091 Aloha 2.8 23.7 0.3 7.2 34.0
0093 Piedmont 6.9 7.3 14.2
0105 Alohd 33.5 7.1 409
0112 Lufthansa 28.4 I	 6.1 34 5
Total 20.5 251.9 0.6 i4.6 347.6
Average 1.2 14.8 0.04 4.4 20 44
J
.b.•
ALL-COMPOSITE (TASK II ►
 SPOILERS
The last published program quarterly report (ref.2 8th quarterly) discussed the
fabrication and qualification efforts of the all-composite task If spoiler (P N tire - 76330 - 1).
The events and circumstances culminating in the certification of the all-composite
spoiler will be documented in the manufacturing and test report. All information
relative to incorporation of these spoilers into the flight-service evaluation program will
be included with the established flight-service annual reports.
The initial introduction of the task 11 spoiler into the flight service program occurred on
December 18, 1975. Aloha Airlines installed unit RN 0306 on aircraft N73711 in the
RH outboard position (rcf. 2. 1st quarterly, p. 15). figure 13 i ll ustrates the spoiler
following installation. The second Aloha installation was accomplished on
.January 7. 1976 when S'N 0307 was installed in thf- R11 outboard tosition on N737'.5.
Subsequent installations are plannf-d in the second quarter of 1976, with each
participating airline deploy ing two task 11 spoiler units. If necessary, task I spoiler
units will he removed to provide mounting positions for the new spoilers.
20
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Figure 13.—Installation of First All Composite (Task lli Spoiler oil 	 N7371 I
As X February 29. 1976. these mo :spoilers had acemmilated a total of .705 flight-hours
.Inc) 1336 landings It is planned that tat-k 11 - r %rce experience report .
 will he
separately idt -ntified front task I experience, N^Ith the total program experiente
expressrd as the sum of' task 1	 -I task II.
CIMUND-BASPI'D E NVIRONMENTAL SERVICE
Concurrent k%tth the flight - service evaluation program of tilt- flight spodt-rs. specimens
of tilt •
 sallic cmllpo'.It y
 III --rlal systems are being sulllec'lt'd to long terin environmental
exposures ill 1111' Illalil ,
 tl'1'111inals of five id the participating airlmes mid ill 1111'
NASA - LangleyN. Reseallch Center. 'there are on exposure facilities located ;it either
11'inston•Salenl N. C. t I'iednlont l nor at Denver, Colo 'Frontiers. The facilit y in San
Diego. Calif. tI'SAI continuum in tipel'ition. (' yell though PSA lit, Iollgvr is fill active
participant in the flight-service program.
Periodic removal and tests of the exposed specimens are being perfornu Id to determine If'
the material properties are living degraded hr ground-based exposure and to providl-
correlation %^Ith the static stren;;th tests of spoilers removed from flight service.
The schedule for removal of specimens front the exposure rack assembl y has been
mollified during the past year. The second Near relno%als halve- been delayed to the third
year to falcililate extension of Ow total vxpostir'e schedule from 5 Pears to 111 dears.
Official extension remains ttl he nt•gotiated but the delay ill %%as Necessary to
preserve the available exposed specimens.
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Specimens were removed from the NASA-Lunglf-y exlxmure rack following 2 yearn of
exposure. weighed and returned tat the rack. The weight change data acquired from
theme spet-imuns ham ht en plotted wi t h the data arrluired from the 1-year ►;perimenx and
is plotted to figure 1 .1 The data tm quite significant and shows a strong trend toward
mtabtltztng the change of comp isite weight due to moisture absorption. 'Thin Irr-nd
should be further defined when the 3- year data im amsetnhled late in 1976.
0	 1	 2	 3	 4
Time, years
Figure 14.--Moisture Pickup to Exposer) Epoxy-Matrix Laminates
(Lar)gley Research Center/
First year exposure data frotn Sao Paulo, Brazil has been collected and tabulated. The
data is presented in tables 6, 7, rand P, which are sitnilar to tables 6. 7 and S of
reference I. 'Theme tables are now complete for the 1-year environmental data report.
The plots of' strength retention have been similiarly completed for the first year and are
i	 shown in figures 15, 16, and 17.
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Tahle 6. -Results ul Ground B.rsed Environn ►ewal Exposure un Grept ► rtr' Epoxy
Mw lr, ►r ►rca/ Prr►l ►erty Test Spe(:imer ►s Short-Beurt ► lr ► erl.timir ar Shear Tests
I
Graphite-epoxy Av failure Av failure Av wt changeLxpos:,ia Expos`rr`+ material Number stresstime, yr Inr•ahon system of
LaRC
specimens
5
MPa
17
ksi grams "•;
011,aselu,e) T300/6209 112 -
1 LaRC 1300 5209 2 /9 11 3 +01042 +0.58
1 Hawaii r300'b2Of) 3 18 1) 3 #0.0034 +046
1 New Zealand 1300; 5209 3 81 11.7 o 0 0039 +0.50
1 Germ,rny T30015209 3 /2 104 o 0 0032 +0.44
1 Califo ► nla 7300'5209 3 78 11.3 -00047 +0 53
1 LaRCa T300%5209 3 81 11	 7 00029 +0.34
Ipaurted
specimens)
1 Braid T30015209 3 74 10.7 +0 0049 +0.69
Olbaseline) LaRC T300/2544 4 81 11.7 -
1 LaRC T300'2544 3 74 10.7 +0.0082 +1 28
1 Hawau 7300/2544 3 65 9.4 +0.0067 +1.07
1 New Zealand 1300'2544 3 13 106 400075 +1.15
1 Germany T300`2544 3 13 10.6 +00066 41,09
1 California T300i2544 3 74 10.8 +0.0071 +1.14
1 LaRCa T30012544 3 80 116 +0.0063 +0.84
(painted
specimens)
1 Hr► ril T300!2544 3 70 101 +0.0107 f1.69
0 (baseline) LaRC AS/3501 5 87 12.6 -
1 LAC AS/3501 3 86 12.5 +0.0050 +0.80
1 Hawaii AS/3501 3 89 12.9 +00045 +032
1 New Zealand AS/3501 3 85 12.4 +00051 +0.84
1 Germany AS/3501 3 /8 11.3 +00051 +0.92
1 California AS/3501 3 84 12.2 400058 +089
1 LaRCa AS/3501 3 92 13.4 +0.0034 +0.48
(painted
specimens)
1 Hra/d AS/3501 3 H1 118 +00056 +0.94
11b.•
`'Painted specimens were fully coaled with d polyurethane-haled enamel over a calcium chromate
primer prior to exposure at the Langley site.
'_3
t
Table 7. Results of Ground Based Environmental Exposure on Graphite Epox`
l0ec:hani -al Property Test Sperimens Corrmpressiod 7ests
T- Av failure Av flex,Grap*.ite Av wt change
epoxy (`.umber stress modulk't
Exposure Exposure material of
time,ry location s y;cem 4uec^,nens MPa ksi GPa qsiIx 1061 g r ams °a
0(haseline) LaRC 1300/5209 1529 221.5 103.8 1505
1 LaRC T300!5209 3 1429 201.3 99.0 14.36 +100070 +0.32
1 Hawaii T300/6209 3 1418 214A 108.1 15.68 +0 - 0052 +0.23
1 New Zealand 1300/5209 3 1548 224.5 107.4 1c, 58 +0.0056 +0.27
1 Gernldny T300/5209 3 1476 214.0 98.9 1•+.34 +0.0069 +0.32
1 California T300!5209 3 1418 214.4 107.7 15.62 +0.0091 +0 41
1 LaRCb 7300/5209 3 1470 213.2 106.8 15.49 +0.0073 x0.30
(painted
specimens)
1 Brazil T300/5209 3 1488 215.9 103.2 14.91 +0.0082 +0.37
00haseline) LAC T300/2544 I	 5 1600 212.0 106.2 15.41
1 LAC T300/2544 3 1444 209.4 104.1 15..8 +00092 +0.50
1 Hawaii T300/2544 1469 213.0 107.3 15,56 -0.0031 -0.18
1 New Zealand T300/2544 3 1580 229.1 109A 15.86 +0.0063 #0.34
1 Germany T300/2544 3 1591 231.6 107.6 15.60 +0.0120 +0.62
1 California T300'2544 3 1537 222.9 1.07.5 15.59 +0.0152 +0.81
1 LaRCh 7300/2544 3 11603 232.5 111.8 116.21 +0.0138 +0,66
(Iminted
specimens)
1 Brazil 1300/2544 3 1515 219.7 107.5 15.60 +0.0132 +0.69
0(baseline) I AC AS/3501 5 1449 210.1 94.7 13.73
1 I ,,RC 'AS!3501 3 1447 209.8 98.3 14.25 +0.0080 +0.43
1 Hawaii AS/3501 3 1358 202.7 96.1 14.03 +0.0052 +0.28
1 New Zealand AS/3501 3 1520 220.4 100.5 14.51 +0.0070 +0.41
1 Germany AS/3501 3 1528 221.6 96 1 13.94 +0.0102 4053
1 California AS/3501 2 1518 220.2 1001 14.52 +0-0142 +0.74
1 LaRCb AS/3501 3 1638 231.6
1
99 8 14,48 +0.0087 +0.37
(painted
specimens)
1 Brazil AS/3501 3 1572 228.0 101.4 14.71 +00100 :0.54
' i Flexure specimens were fabricated from laminates r 1" -1; orientations identical to spoiler s,'-
orienta' , on. Specimen length is oriented in the 90 0 direction of the laminate.
"Painter. specimens were fully coated with a polyurethane-based enamel over a calcium chromate
primer prior to e:.posure at the Langley site.
dy
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tT.fhle 8. Kes(tlts of Grounrh83se(l Enviro/N ►)entdl Exposure on Graphite-Epoxy
Mechanical Prnpert y Test Specimens - Cornpressiorrd
 Tests
Av failure
TExposui p
Graphite epoxy Number "tress Av wt change
Expovire material of
MPa ksi
103.2
gramstime, location system specimens
0 ;hasellne l LaRC T300/5209 3 712
1 t aRC T300/5209 3 760 110.3 0.0494 +0.61
1 Hawaii t300/5209 3 676 98.1 +0.0556 +0.70
1 New Zedldnd T300/5209 3 647 93.8 0 0551 I	 +0-11
1 Germany T300/5209 3 709 102.8 +0.0389 i0.49
1 CdlIforrlid T300/5209 3 716 103.9 +0.0588 +0 74
1 LaRC 3 654 94.9 *0.0361 +0 45
(painted
1 specimens)
8iatil 7300/5209 3 710 103.0 +0.0658 +0.82
0 (baseline) LdRC T30012544 4 1029 149.7 - -
1 LaRC T300'2544 3 985 143.3 +0.0544 +0.77
1 Hawaii T300 2Er14 3 988 143.3 +0.0636 +0 86
1 New Zealand T300/2544 3 865 125.5 0.0723 +1.02
1 Germany T300/2544 3 1022 148.3 +0.0497 +0.70
1 California 1300!2544 2 1031 149.6 +00560 +038
1 LaRC 1 ' T300/2544 3 1018 147.7 +0.0521 +0.74
(painted
specimens)
1 Biatil T300/2544 3	 1 974 141.2 +0.0935 - 1.34
0 (baseline) LaRC AS/3501 5 1 107 1606
1 LaRC AS/3501 3 1045 151.6 +0 0440 +0.68
1 Hawaii AS/3501 3 1080 156.6 +0.0461 I	 +0.69
1 New Zealand AS/3501 3 1002 145.4 +0.0493 -0 74
1 Germany AS/3501 3 1161 168.4 +0.0374 +0.57
1 California AS 3501 3 1105 160.2 +0.0531 +0.81
1 LaRC 1) AS/3501 3 1144 165.9 +0 0384 +0.58
Ipalliled
specimens)
1 Bidtil AS/3501 3 1048 152.1 +0.0611 +092
dCompies%ion specimens were fabricated from laminates with ply orientations identical to spoiler skin
ply orientation. Specimen length is oriented in the 90 direction of the skin laminate.
4	 hPainted specimens were fully coated with a polyurethane based enamel over a calcium chromate primer
prior to exposure at the Langley site.
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